
THE RENAISSANCE OF CHENIN BLANC • STELLENBOSCH
Often shunned and disrespected by winemakers and consumers alike, there is, in certain worthy quarters, an ascending 

realisation of the tremendous potential of this grape, Chenin Blanc - South Africa’s most noble grape. As devotees of true 

character and finesse often swim upstream against the populous tide, a fresh generation of Chenin producers is bringing to the 

surface some of the most interesting, bright, mineral and idiosyncratic wines of the Cape. The Renaissance of Chenin Blanc is all 

about subtlety and finesse, derived from a very low-yielding 50 year old bush vine. Its nature driven by a citrus fruit spectrum 

and a wonderful refreshing salinity. (Alcohol: 12.5% - 13.5% vol.)

Wine Guide
2018 – 4.5 stars

2017 – 4.5 stars

2016 – 4.5 stars

Platter’s
WineMag

2018 – 93 pointsTim Atkin
2018 – 93 points

“Renaissance tends to be the richest and boldest of the Radford Dale Chenins, sourced from parcels on the lower slopes of the Helderberg, waxy, plush and very lightly 

wooded, with pear and aniseed fruit and a hint of nectarine, this is supported by acidity and minerality”

2017 – 96 points

One of Tim’s Wines of the Year (2018)

“The Renaissance hails from a single vineyard on the Helderberg that also supplies the core of the Vinum Chenin. Made with a Burgundian sensibility by Jacques de 

Klerk, it’s layered and complex, with refined oak, amazing concentration and palate length and a creamy, savoury finish”

2016 – 95 points

One of Tim’s Wines of the Year (2017)

“Alex Dale’s flagship white is on brilliant form in 2016 (not easy to achieve in such a vintage). Sourced from a single, steep-sloped vineyard, it’s made like a white 

Burgundy with leesy richness older wood and notes of fresh bread, citrus and saline acidity”

2015 – 93 points

“The nose is very expressive with a top note of honeysuckle before pear, white peach, apricot and a little spice. The palate is rich and forceful, amazingly so given a 

relatively modest alcohol of 12.86%. Plenty of concentrated fruit, electric acidity and a pithy finish.  Years away from drinking at its best”
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Decanter
2017 – 94 points

2015 – 93 points


